Calls for ‘transformative change’ are booming - yet, what is ‘transformative change’ and what is not? And what is the role of research in this? 71 visions were gathered from across WUR to explore these questions: [www.wur.eu/transformative-change](http://www.wur.eu/transformative-change). This dialogue series fosters discussion and learning around these visions and their tensions to co-develop more collectively powerful research pathways. Part 1 (below) seeks to broaden our visions, and leads to Part 2 - focused on connecting this to tangible initiatives at individual, institutional and societal levels. Based on your input [here](http://www.wur.eu/transformative-change) and at the kick-off meeting, we will select broad research themes to explore the tensions and dilemmas that arise from different perspectives. To spark ideas for the first dialogue on ‘pluralizing’ @WUR, share your thoughts on our collective padlet!

### PART 1. Broadening our visions @WUR

**Series kick-off: March 18, 14:00-15:00!**

Join us to select the broad research themes for the series

**MARCH 23**  
**Tue, 10:00–Noon**  
**Pluralizing**  
Fostering respect and learning across diverse beliefs, values & goals

**MAY 20**  
**Thu, 10:00–Noon**  
**Politcizing**  
Engaging with power to accelerate rather than block transitions

**APRIL 29**  
**Tue, 10:00–Noon**  
**Empowering**  
Building collective momentum towards ambitious future visions

**JUNE 24**  
**Thu, 10:00–Noon**  
**Embedding**  
Integrating independent research into everyday processes of change

### REGISTRATION: Please register [here](http://www.wur.eu/transformative-change)

### QUESTIONS? transformative.dialogues@wur.nl